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GEMINI 9-A MISSION COMMENTARY
b/1/66, 4:46 a.m.

This is Gemini Launch Control.
counting

on this

at the present
problems

came into

minutes,

ago.

Gemini 9-A mission.

time.

the countdown

All

All

?

40 seconds and

is proceeding

satisfactorily

and we have no outstanding

The augmented target

docking

adapter

at the T-440 minute mark,

*joined the countdown
systems going very well

4 seconds and counting.

END OF TAPE

We're at T-349 minutes,

We have not had any holds

The Gemini spacecraft

about 10 minutes

.

time.

at the present

combination
ago.

morning's
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Atlas

some 90 minutes

at the 360 minute mark, that's
at this

time.

This is Gemini Launch Control.

Now at T-349

t

This js Gemini T,aunch i‘<ntrol
and countinr: ) all
the present

the destruct
IPstruct

of' the AtLns/ATljA

pnckat:es aboard the Atlas

System that

'f'Light

WcJ’dld

vehicle

so-called

red-boxes

are trstefl

at lo:00

A matter

be activated

the L~a.:k~p pilots

This

stage.

usell in the event the vehicic

be

of the destruct

at varjous

the count .

first

a danyercius condition

pa3 and create

abard

on the !;cmini

7-33'1 minutes
:,-A ,:I:unt at
js ci,ncerned,

a.m. FIST. At the

ti.me, at I,aunch Compl.ex 14, the crew is in the prc..r*ess of' instai! line

present

could

anlf collntinc;.

on time as far as the countdown

We are rir:ht

aiminfr, f'or the lilt-ot'f'

T-335 minutes

very satisfactcrily

proceedine

time.

,

times during

the countdown
lift-off

in flight.

f'or the Q-A m:ission

the Gemini 9 spacecraft

ditj go astray

going

as we reach the later
this

through

some early

checks.

mark.

Lattar in the cojmt,
Al!
This

goin!: well

at this

ENT' OF TAPE

the arrival

o!' ('curse I:c?mmandPilot

They will

.

We picked

of

Tom Staff'ord

are
up

came aboard

spend most r?f the

of the prime pilots

time (‘n Gemini 9-A, T-333 minutes,

is Gemini Taunch Contrni

part

Jim Love11 and hu7 A!~?rin,

the spa?ecraf't

pending

and they

system is armed, so it

ago and Z,ovell and Aldrin

In the spacecrat't

The

In the meantime at I,sunch Ccmple'.: 1~9,
Astronauts

at ati ,ut the T-390 minute

at the

the power phase of' flight.

on the s?,a.c-ecrafl: count aboilt 2' I minutes

morning

<)f' the llommand

packages are loaded aboard the Atlas

of' seccnds bef'ore
if required

during

i.s part

an<1 Pilot

c)f' the mIssion
Gene Cernan.

23 seconds an!1 counting.

.

.
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This is Gemini Launch Control.
proceeding
mission

satisfactorily

Tom Stafford

at the Crew Quarters
present

time.

5:15 a.m.

T-320 minutes

and counting

on the Gemini 9-A count.

Jim Love11 and E3uz Aldrin,

The prime pilot

1.
Tape 3, Page 1

still

checking

and his pilot

The backup pilots

report

Gene Cernan still

that

we do have some excessive

us that
very well

he expects

it

to clear

on the countdown,

no major problems

up to this

cloudness

Merritt

our weather

up within

there
time.

and rain,

Island

conditions
for

T-319 minutes,

asleep
at the
are going

launch.

Present

but the weatherman tells

the next two hours.

has been no holds

for the

probably

to improve over the next two hours and should be acceptable
time,

still

out the Gemini 9 spacecraft.

at NASA's Kennedy Space Center,

We have a general

and all

in it

We are proceeding

and there

has been

9 seconds and counting.

This

is Gemini Launch Control.

END OF TAPE

._..- .”
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GEMINI 9-A MISSION COMMENTARY
6/l/66,

This is Gemini Launch Control
and counting

and all

are still

at T-305 minutes

proceeding

14 and 19 at the present
Aldrin

should

The back-up

still

and this

Merritt

morning;

to make a change in one case and forego

metry parameter,

concerned

information

would tell

liquid

that

oxygen bottle

This single
it

with

concerned

crew quarters

We have had two minor
the spacecraft

one telemetry

the flight
the fuel

where we had

parameter

one is concerned

items

in another

with

one tele-

This is some telemetry
the temperature

cell

of the

system of the spacecraft.

piece

of telemetry
information
is in-operative,
however,
ot a
is not a... repeat it is f Mandatory Item for the flight
and the decision

has been made to proceed with
telemetry

information.

in-operative

had with
vehicle

It

last

has disappeared.

made over the last
in the inverter
morning,

This transmitter

several

of course.

this

Item.

time and is cexpectetithat

evening

the DC inverter

without

the mission,

is not a Mandatory

at the present

As reported

way.

this

with

and Gene Cernan

at their

Gemini spkcecraft.

us during

T-305

Jim Love11 and Buzz

Tom Stafford

with

To take the two of them, the first

case.

pilots

Island.

cnrzerned'

'a

both at Launch Complex

be in bed and asleep

at the Kennedy Space Center,
evening

very well

very,

time.

and counting,

on the Gemini 9 spacecraft.

the prime pilots

last

TAPE4,PAGEl

5:30 a.m.

that

I bel+vethat
direct

current

is concerned

transmitter
with

it

item that

will
ripple

fixes

ones being

is

remain that
that

in the Atlas

of several

one of the primary

The one other

was one telemetry

inverter

of

This telemetry

so-called

This was the result
days,

one piece

that

we
Launch
were

a change

we did replace

early

in the Gemini spacecraft.

the so-called

tape play-back

system.

.

.
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This is where...
information

with

the spacecraft

to ground stations,

that.

We had difficulties,

and it

has been replaced.

f'ar as the ATDA and Atlas
configuration

on 19.

the telemetry

particularlflwith

the tape-play
transmitter

it

at this

on Launch Complex 14 and the complete

We're now T-302 minutes

.:

back of

concerned

some noise with

So we are in a go position

This is Gemini Launch Control.
END OF TAPE

in flight,

\_
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5:30 a.m.

with

earlier,
time as
Gemini

and 30 seconds and counting.
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We are at ~-285 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.
~-285 and counting

and all

proceeding

very well

very,

simultaneous

countdown

excell&ntly,

both at Launch Complex 14, with

for

at their
will

At Launch Complex

Crew Quarters

have a further

us that
rain

Tom Stafford

report

on their

an hour from this

stop within

a half

be about 10,003 feet,some
and variable

winds,

that

these winds may increase

turn

northly.

We actually

cloudly,

acceptable

in all

afternoon.

the weather
Wasp will

clouds

the weatherman

miles

is that
gives

areas at this

It

in the morning

This will

but the ceil.*ya visibility
is possible
as they

as a weak cold-

probably

The weatherman

help us as far

predicts

that

In the remainder
is all

areas.

be in the Western Alantic,

time.

the following

weather,

per hour.

and some

the rain

at 1500 feet,

late

is acceptable

informs

sane low clouds

miles

15 knot winds and a sea state

is Gemini Launch Control.

END OF TAPE

in

of showers in the afternoon.

the world,

other

at the Crew Quarters

some cloudly

less than five
to about 10

this

where the Carrier

is partly

We

the prediction

scattered

the Cape Kennedy area.

is a very low probablity

location

be awakened shortly

have, what the weatherman described

as chewers are concerned,

throughout

morning,

despite

the prime

Merritt.Island.

In the meantime,

We're to expect

ing will

coming through

will

activities

are proceeding

that

an hour or so and the weatherman

for the Cape area.

This

early

time.

forecast

of 10 miles

is expected

and Gene Cernan,

we are "GO" for the Gemini 9 mission,

should

track

It

at the NASA Kennedy Space Center,

in the Cape Kennedy area this

front

Jim Love11 and Buz Aldrin,

of the Gemini spacecraft.

the mission,

about a half

the Atlas

is proceeding

for the Gemini 9 pilots.

for the mission,

pilots

very complicated

stage and augmented

19,:the

the checkout

on this

first

be the target

with

and counting.

Our checkout

for the Gemini 9-A mission.

adapter, the ATDA will
backup pilots

Tape 5, Pagk 1

5:50 a.m.

of four

Now at r-283

feet.
minutes

there
of the

In the

)

the forecast
The weather

is

and counting.

.' /'

.
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This is Gemini Launch Control.
counting

and all

19, with

our checkouts

mission,

Astronauts

Quarters

right

Aldrin

the Gemini 9 mission.

from this

a.m. EST.
time will

their

In the meantime,

or so, making final

be ready to report

All

We will

now switch

They're

start

early

checks of
later

now getting

their

brief

you to the Mission

at this

Control

Houston.

Center

completed

time computer
work,

a series

complex and the Flight

the Manned Space Flight

around the Bahama Islands,
stations

can support

time,

mission

is on station

over-cast
east,

three

at 3000.feet,
feet

Controller
there

Canary Islands,

display

Control

runs,

spacecraft.
this

a pickup

the real-

systems.Around

the net-

The weather

The whole exercise

is Gemini Control

ENDOFTAPE

Houston.

problems

However, all
vessel

out there

the wind is at 15 knots

of a Gemini spacecraft

is 60...76

went very well.

using

have

using

is ready to support the launch and the subsequent mission.
Wasp simulated

Center,

Houston time,

The USS Wasp, prime recovery

in waves, and the temperature

and

at T-253 minutes.

and Carnarvon.

10 miles,

hour
They will

are minor equipment

in the Western Alantic.
visibility

medical

in Houston.

Gemini trajectory

network,

the mission.

final

when Stafford

Here in the Mission

of theoretical

Crew

dressed

Gemini spacecraft.

the Green team, which has been on duty here since mid-night,
just

the

Jim Love11 and Buzz

in the cant

going very well

This is Gemini Control

for

as they have been for the last

to the prime pilots

Cernan come.to the pad.

The prime pilots

backups Astronuats

are in the Gemini 9 spacecraft

and a half

T-254 and

and Gene Cernan were awakened at their

It was 7:ll

minutes

and counting.

both at Launch Complex 14 and Launch Complex

Tam Stafford

on time.

and in some five
examination.

T-254 minutes

going very well,
for

Tape 6, Page 1

6:21 a.m.

of these
for this

is broken
from the

degrees F.

The ship

Yesterday, the

a so-called

At T-251 minutes

'boiler

plate"

and 42 seconds,

G&IN1 9-A MISSION COMMENTARY6/l/66,

This is Gemini Launch Control
again proceeding
as it

has since

going very well
from this

at T-244 minutes

very satisfactorily

time the final
join

through

up early

major element

the remainder

going on simultaneously

pilots

All
for

We will

Astronauts

coming down the hall

from their

brief

examination.

some 10 or 15 minutes

later,

NASA Kennedy Space Center
in counting.
END OF TAPE

all

at this

once

systems

and ahalf

minutes

Gemini

It

This is Gemini Launch Control.

the prime

and Gene Cernan were

shortly

they will

be

to take their

be followed

once again at their
in Merritqsland.

at 98 minutes

to repeat

is expected

This will

countdowns

of the Atlas/ATDA,

point,

crew quarters

which

at one time or

goes well,

Tom Stafford

awakened at 7:OO a.m. EST as planned.

physical

All

nine different

up to the launch

systems going very well

final

All

morning.

have involved

of the count,

leading

the mission,

this

of the simultaneous

at 1O:OO a.m. EST; and the Gemini 9-A if
later.

\

This is the Gemini Launch Vehicle

the count.

comes in at the 240 minute mark.
another,

and counting.

Coming up in about three

time.

PAGE1

at both Launch Complex 14 and 19,

the count was picked
at this

countdown will

TAPE7,

6:31 a.m.

by breakfast

crew quarters

Now T-242 minutes,

at the
37 seconds

GEMINI qA MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,
This is Gemini launch
still

going well

Vehicle,

with

the final

Control,

T-234 minutes

the overall

element to join

countdown

to the planned

the simultaneous

test

All

It

directs

proper
later

that

is located

the booster

attitude

prior

engines

they do actually

swivel

during

the hall
will

Tom Stafford
to start

their

physical

morning,

are still

prime pilots
about three

engines

T-232 minutes,

count

about five

checks.

this

hours ago with
is still

The key
test

of the first

stage.

test,

these engines

among other

crew quarters

minutes

ago.

things,

the start

going very well

mission,

and went down

Jim Love11 and Buzz
early

this
to the

count which picked

of the Atlas
at this

the

respond to

be ready to report

The overall

the

Dr. Duane Catterson

they have been since
They will

will

for the Gemini 9

The backup pilots,

is Gemini Launch Control.

to get the

system coming in during
this

The prime pilots

aboard the spacecraft;

and a half

to go

at the base of the vehicle;

that

when they do come to the pad.

Docking Adapter

ENDOFTABE

During

to insure

examination.

making the preliminary

simul-

auto-pilot

phases of flight

and Gene Cernan lei?t+the

be making the brief

Aldrin

the early

connnand guidance

the commands from the auto-pilot.
Astronauts

This is the so-called

powered flight.

monitors

came in at the

at Complex 14.

checks the auto-pilot

those booster

crew in the blockhouse

is

in one of the pods on the side of the Atlas.

to the radio

phases of the Atlas

countdown

is going well

at the pad.

in which the crew in the blockhouse
This is the device

all

The Gemini Launch

ago, and we now have the complete

ATDA launch.

is coming up shortly

T-234,

We have about two hours and 19 minutes

in operation.

Atlas

and counting.

Gemini 9A countdown.

240 minute mark, about six minutes
taneous

Tape 8, Page 1

6:41 a.m.

time.

up

Augmenfied Target
Coming up on

.
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This is Gemini Launch Control.
proceeding

very well

a few minutes

T-224 minutes

for the mission,

and Gene Cernan sat down for breakfast
Kennedy Space Center

At the latest

the meantime,
minutes

and we're

scrambled

of Flight

the following

with

Just

at the NASA

eggs, toast

were guests for

astronauts:

Walter

Astronaut

and coffee.
the prime pilots,

for'the

NASA

Cunningham,

That is the group as we have it

with

at their

the countdown.

This is Gemini Launch Control.

still

Tom Stafford

it was the usual

Crew Operations

the prime pilots

going well

Astronauts

Crew Quarters

Once again,

Mignon,

and Pete Conrad.

is still

and counting.

END OF TAPE

Filet

Centen'and

breakfast
all

Island.

who is Director

Givens,

who are having

at their

we have now the following

report,

Manned Spacecraft
Don Eisele,Ed

at Merritt

of juice,

Donald K. Slay-ton,

and counting

at Complex 14 and 19 on the Gemini 9-A countdown.

ago the prime pilots

menu of a choice

Tape 9, Page 1,

6:51 a.m.

Crew Quarters.

now,..In

We are now at ~-223

'

.
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This is Gemini Launch Control,
~-214 still

going very well

are still

enjoying

Tom Stafford
at their

Merritt

They'll

Island.

about 20 minutes

checkouts

Gemini spacecraft.
still

from this

Their

heading
backups,

aboard the spacecraft

numerous procedures
They will
aboard.
will

before

Our weather

have satisfactory

throughout
areas for
counting.

a launch

this

go.

to the

and go through

time going through
prior

It

is still

conditions
especially

morning.

from

Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin,
the

to Gemini liftoff.
when they come
expected

that we

here at the Cape and
in the contigency

Now at T-213 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.

END OF TAPE.

suits

to the prime pilots

weather

the ground track,

be departing

time to proceed

and checks required

is still

at the NASA

to Launch Complex 19 and the

at this

be ready to report

and Gene Cernan

crew quarters

ready room at Launch Complex 16 to don their
the final

and counting.

at Launch Complex 14 and 19 in the

breakfast

Kennedy Space Center,
the quarters

T minus 214 minutes

Astronauts

Gemini 9A checkout.

TAPE 10,
PAGE 1

7:Ol A.M.

and

recovery
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T-204 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.
counting

and all

proceeding

countdown was picked
Atlas
well

Docking Adapter

out fine

at this

be departing
Our weather

the physician

\

you to Mission

is still

Control

Center,

the status

Atlas

Target

on the frontwall
good feeling

here in Mission

minutes

trajectory

and 12 seconds,

this

point

from this

brief

from

physical.

were in good shape and
and counting.

network

Director,
Control

Control

Cliff

We switch

Control

has just

Controllers

room.

stations

are being

White Team of flight
prior

completed

to relieving
The Flight
his practice

plotboard

switcher

There seems to be a general

about the mission.

is Gemini Control.

problems

Charlesworth.

run on the multicolored

of the Mission

among the Flight

final

Members of Gene Krana's

here in Mission

Adapter

at about this

One by one the minor equipment

the Green Team headed by Flight
Dynamics Officer

the astronauts

the manned spaceflight

are now arriving

and

Houston.

Houston.

board.

Tom Stafford

is

and we have a report
their

the

of the

pads, everything

about 10 minutes

Now T-203 minutes

the mission.

earlier'around

controllers

that

the start

'

has been going very

breakfast

in a go condition

declared

This is Gemini Control

wiped off

up their

who did give the prime pilots

eager for

reported

with

all

from the crew quarters

Dr. Duane Catterson
still

count,

hours or so since

The Prime Pilots,

time.

Gene Cernan should have finished

time.

In the four

very well.

T-204 and

and counting.

Both at 14 and 19, the two launch

thus far.

and will

11 PAGE 1

up on the Gemini 9A mission

Augmented Target

checking

7:lla.m.TAPE

At T-202

GEMINI

9A MISSION

This

CO_MENTARY,

is Gemini

At this point
Tom Stafford

Launch

6/1/66,

Control.

in the countdown
and Gene

are just about

at the _ASA

Kennedy

to depart

Space

Center_

and proceed

the seven

miles

Complex

16 Ready Room where

they will

make their

This is where

suits and go through
Launch

Complex

their final

19 and the Gemini

Astronauts

Jim Lovell

spacecraft

at this time.

time ago,

as a matter

which will

be coming

at Launch

of checks

in about

Complex

for the Gemini

checked

and we're proceeding

with

from this time we'll

be ready

tower

at Launch

of the Atlas

Complex

9 pilots.

crew quarters
and counting.

END OF TAPE

to the Ready
This

Room.

is Gemini

the White
Launch

Mean-

a final
which

back that gantry

pilots

of the Atlas

T-192

Launch

All going

minutes

Control.

series

will
comshape
minutes

service

with the terminal

on their

Room

Vehicle

minutes.

Adapter

from this time.

pads and we have the prime

a short

Some five or eight

a liftoff

for

the

It is in satisfactory

to roll

toward

aboard

The ATDA has been

14 and proceed

count aiming

clearing

Docking

space

to heading

just completed

the count.

about an hour and 38 minutes
both

are still

ten or fifteen

out at this point.

arrange-

Their backups,

of the Gemini

Target

final

they just departed

14_ we have

on that Augmented

be the target
pletely

up

prior

spacecraft.

They're

for the pressurization

while_

checkout

I believe_

to prepare

or so to the Launch

they will don their

and Buzz Aldrin,

of fact.

and counting.

ready

Island_

for the flight.

12, Page

crew_ Astronauts

Merritt

m_nts

Tape

T-194 minutes

the prime

Cernan,

from their crew quarters

7:21 A.M.

phases
Vehicle
well

at

way from the
and 24 seconds

1
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is f;fxmirli L:tuncn C:,ntrr, I , T minus 184 minutes

Ttlis
All

f: $1 A.M.

bceedin-r very,

pr

iti ttlis

very well

C-~ritrr~l it' the cpurIt,rl lwr1 clock

c~tlttt(l3wrI.

Launct1 C~!!l!,.Iex 14.

C:)rlt,r<ll *>f the cl,Jck will

thrzlugh

c,f the Atlas,

the liftnff

p*iirtt

dqwn t3 Atlas

C ltlduct jr will

liftoff

the holds,

call

will

times

ie rlLtldled

if

- the first
From

Launch Vehicle

any holds are necessary

h?ld times with

- their

Pad 19 tc,

remain at 14
launching

the Atlas

everyLj>dy else

cclutl tdc~wr~. This enat'les
their

the first

fr'tn

morninrl; in %he Gemini 9A mission.

:>f tw ) Lnunchinrr;s this
this

simultane>uS

:)ne :>f the key elements

now has reverted

very c!.':nplex c untd3wn,

in ttii:;

m:>rning's

and c >urttir:!?.

in the

in the count t-, coincide

the master cl,jck

at Launch Ck)mplex 14.

Tect

Astronauts

which

rl!Jw

T7m Staff.lrd

and Gene Cern:Ln Should be arrivi~~!T at the ready rocm at Launch
C>mple.j( 10 sticlrtly

.

ALs>, :tf, L'L?lt!ch CnmpLex 14 we're

re:dy

1. 1 i,:tkc 1;t~k the f'untr;

Atlas

and the :tuf:merlted tarr'et.

C.J,:q,lex 14.
3C minutes

and after

ver,v well

its .lr,cked

tne final

prr)pelLant

During

pgint.

GeveraL pr: ;le!ns t-ut they ;tre all
T> discuss
parnmcter
piece
bnttlc

several,

we

cc)tlcernerl with

(7f telemetry
in :.he fuel

ran

int3

leave

staqe.

in the very,
011e problem with

the Gemini spacecraft.
us the temperature

cells

system.

get

That is loading

the count this

tells

ai,3ut

the crew will

Loading.
first

ttle

)pen at Launch

back the tower takes

t,ack in place

'~Ix,yi:erl abc7ard the Atlas
at this

tower which will

;3-)ckin!: adapter

This pr?ceSs :-)f rollirg

ready t.3 st:trt
t.h:tt Liqllid

service

abut

All

CoinE: algn:?

morning we had
very mirl?r cataa?ry.
the telemetry
This particular

,Jf the liquid.cxygeri

This telemetry

is nJ,t wcrkinq,

.

GEMINI 9A MISSION CCMI8ENTARY,6/l/66,

however,

it

mandatory

has heen determined
item.

are expected.

In one other

transmitters

concerned

with

it

is checking

and counting.

END OF TAPE

it

case we did replace

it,

s me noise on that
out fine.

not a
no problems

one of the

from the Gemini spacecraft.

a tape playlack

This
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is not repeat

We are going to launch without

telemetry

were getting

that

7:31 A.M.

It was

system of the spacecraft.
transmitter,

we replace

Now at T minus 181. minutes,

is Gemini Launch Control.

We
it

and

42 seconds

GEMINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,

T-174 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.
satisfactorily

our checkouts

so-called

vehicle

to get a signal

minutes

ATDA combination

are proceeding

time is a brief,

at liftoff

and counting.

both at Launch Complex 14 and 19.

coming back from the Atlas

the launch

7:41 a.m. TAPE 14 PAGE 1

satisfactorily
liftoff

to permit

test,

the Air

of confirmation

of the actual
from this

Atlas

there.

Going on at the present

where a signal

they will

is actually

get a signal

Tom Stafford

their

at this

We have had a very excellent

evening

It has been in process

we started

loading

took about threehours
on the Atlas
four
time.

time.

nine elements

We have no particular

END OF TAPE

the fuel

All

on their

about four

prior

and a half

to donning
countdown

hours.

We now

count.

aboard the Gemini Launch Vehicle.

Eastern

The count as reported
Standard

is proceeding

problems

sensors

very complex simultaneous

and 32 minutes.

hours ago.

30 seconds and counting.

for

in this

ATDA at 4:15 a.m.,

and a half

of confirmation

and Gene Cernan are in

putting

have about all

sent to

Test Range and the crew

They shouldsbe

thus far.

is still

on Launch Complex 14 and

the ready room.
spacesuits

proceeding

ATDA, which is due about an hour and 20

Astronaut

time.

The tower

Force Eastern

that

All

at either

Time this

This is Gemini Launch Control.

pad.

!ChiS

was picked
morning

very satisfactorily
launch

Last

up

or about
at this

T-172 minutes

GEMINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,

This is Gemini Launch Control.
All

~-164.

proceeding

We have regained

earlier

nitrogen

the blockhouse

and Gene Cernan,
According

suits

They will

shortly

depart

just

still

during

Astronauts

before

countdown,
minutes

Atlas

This

is Gemini Launch Control.

END OF TAPE

time.

the I25 minute mark in the

the planned

good.

they should

from this

We're now about an hour and ten minutes

systems looking

the Gemini

the powered

countdown.

All

of

in the Ready Room at Launch

about five

ATDA liftoff

a

get a smooth flow

for the mission,

to the Astronaut

be ready to don their

EST.

count.

in both the second

we will

to the engines

Prime pilots

Most

as we pressurized

the tanks

to assure that

propellants

phase of flight.

Complex 16.

in our simultaneous

Launch Complex area.

We pressurized

Launch Vehicle.

Tom Stafford

and counting.

well

very

in the complete

of the various

~-164 minutes

The White Room had to be evacuated

level.

the crewmen went into

stages with
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access to the White Room at Launch Complex 19

at the spacecraft
little

very,

7:51 A. M.

which will

away from

come at 10:00 A. M.

163 minutes

and counting.

GEMINI IjA MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66
This

T-154 minutes

is ,G&eminiLaunch Control.

going

very well

spacecraft
going

through

guidance
testing

at Launch Complex 14 with

and launch

system,

and counting

the ATDA and 19 with

This is with

command tests.

the combination

of General Electric

to be proceeding

satisfactorily

are back in the spacecraft
ready to brief

time,

they arrive

the radio

proceeding

and counting.

We switch

has slipped

very well
to Mission

checks.

William

Schneider

is Dr. Fred Kelly

or so from this

time.

ATDA liftoff

at this

Atlas
time.

It

Director.

since 7o'clock

checks with

the worldwide

tracking

support

the Apollo

-

-.

this

mission

network.

launches.

-

because it
We will

at liftoff.

of Manned Spaceflight.
communicator,

Neil

we have been making some status
All

are go.

We have one

will

not be receiving

change in the network, the Gua,ymas, Mexico station
during

flight

Controllers

Here from Washington

and our spacecraft

This morning,

telemetry

is now T-153 minutes

Houston.

from the Office

Armstrong.

be

and Cernan when

Our White Team of Flight

our Flight

vehicle.

They will

ready to take over this

This team headed by Gene Kranz,

Our surgeon today

Control,

in Houston.

in to the consoles,

Director,

at this

coannand

In the White

Tom Stafford

away from the planned

very,

This is Gemini Control

is Mission

time.

at Launch Complex 19 about 25 minutes

We are about 59 minutes
all

Astronauts

we are

Jim Love11 and Buzz Aldrin

and making the final

the prime pilots,

'

and Varos Radio Command

at this

room at Launch Complex 19, the backup pilots,

still

the Gemini

out the system between the ground system and the launch

It appears

time,

and all

At Complex 14, at the present

vehicle.

some guidance
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8:01 a.m.

is changing

have radar

. _ _.._--l_.

track

over its
there,

equipment

to

however,

and

-- ..- ..-- .^_ . __~ -_ ..-_-.--._.-

_

. . ._..-.

GEMINI VA MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,
our spacecraft
his voice

communicator,

to the flight

nre in a go position
from the Atlas
END OF TAPE

liflxff.

crew.
for this

Neil

8:Ol A.M.

Armstrong,

will

TAPE 16 PAGE 2
use the station

This is Gemini Control,
launch.

all

We are now 56 minutes

to remote

our controllers

50 seconds

TAPE 1'1
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This is Gemini Launch C.>ntrol,
All

countirir:.

still

T minus 144 minutes

qoing very'well

cerned with

the Gemini 9A mission.

the planned

Atlas

g>Jd fcr

(>f' the hi&:hlights

Liquid

associated

c?nditiDns

are still

with

feeding:

First

we'll

in the lqcks.

flow rate

dDwn the lines

This will

take about five

gf the locks

level.

first

at a temperature

oxygen abnard.
and it will

qf aS?ut 2,000 gallons

we reach :tbout the 95 percent
.

chill

3ne

cDuntdo,wn.

tc, 1Iad the liquid

s?me 18,500 gall->ns

tie fed in at M. fast

for

oxygen aboard the Atlas

and then proceed

be carrying

up shi,rtly

preparing

gxyqen which must 1le maintained

ten minutes

until

away fr3m

phase -,f the Atlas

>f the liquid

-If 297 degrees helow zerrJ.

We'll

S:lme 49 minutes

At Launch Complex 14 we're
gf the final

That is loading

‘Jr

pads cgn-

a launch both here and the Cape Kennedy area and

arclund the wc>rld.

stage.

and

at bDth launch

Our weather

liftoff.

(T-144)

This will

per minute
be coming

In the meantime at L:L*Jnch Corrplex 13 all

is still

ging

well.

final

stowa!:e aspects

signs

tr> welcrJme the prime crew when they come t9 the White R2grn.

The crew in the White Room has checked sOme pf the
of' the mission

Over the c!~rmand pilots

side,

rt si,:n al:)ve the cockpit.
wt~ travels

arc>und with

It

that

and they have erected

is the left

depicts

a i I.ack cloud

Gene Cernan's

Gene's first

c:>rkpit,

there

there

is

the comic strip

character

3ver his head.

Coming 3ut

of the !J:~cK clc>ud is the quote "Ah Shucks ."
hatch,

cockpit

twg

is another

On the righthand
sign that

name "Gene" then the words "Agena LocatorV.

has
The

TAPE 17
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w-)rd Agena is crc7ssed 2ut and ATDA is put in its
the wxds

is a marTnet reaching

towards

a question

are n!iw zt T minus 142 minutes

(~-142)

and cxunting.

mark.

END OF TAPE.

.I

We

This is

Gemini Launch Control.

._

Bebw

place.

.,.

GEMINI 9~ MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,

This

is Gemitli Launch Control,

in the overall
minutes

atoard
pilot

the Atlas

at this

time.

first

stage.

checks which will

Atlas

.

Rogm, we're

beginning

is one of the final
ultimate
15 sewnds

liftoff.

All

and counting.

END OF TAPE.

Thirty-nine

ATDA Liftoff.

swivel

those

tr, insure

All

that

engines

they will

fuel

in readiness

systems g.)ing very well.
(T-133:15)

systems

s3me auto-

bo3ster

At Launch Complex 19,in

t? keep it

(39)

oxygen is coming

to purge the spacecraft
purees

(T-134)

We are going through

actaully

commands.

count.

The liquid

ab:ain at the base of the vehicle
to the autopilot

TAPE 18
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T minus 134 minutes

Gemini 9A simultaneous

away from the planned

t:oinr: very well

8~21 A.M.

respond

the White
cells.

This

fez the
T minus 133 minutes,

GEMINI 9~ MISSION COMMENTARY,6/i/66,

T-127 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.
T-127.

All

32 minutes

proceeding

at this

away now from the planned

systems are looking
utes,

very well

good.

thf: prime pilots

and Gene Cernan,

will

It

count.

Our status
port
ing.

spacecraft

At the two launch

going through

a status

Atlas

is expected

time.

ATDA liftoff.

All

in a matter

of min-

Tom Stafford
to

come up to the White Room

at the 115 minute mark in the overall
complexes

check that

at the present

precedes

Now ~-126 minutes,

This is Gemini Launch Control.

END OF TAPE

We're about

Astronauts

check has been going very well

go at this

and counting.

the ready room and proceed

Launch Complex 19 nearby where they'll
and board their

time.

for the mission,
depart

Tape 19, Page 1

8:28 A. M.

time we are

the crew's
and all

arrival.

aspects

re-

12 seconds and count-

rmmr

?A I~SION

COMMENTARY,t-;/1/66,

This is Gemini Launch Control.
prriceetiing

very well

Tom Stafford
It will

T-123 minutes

and the prime pilots

and ?ene Cernan are on their

,just take a matter

of minutes

van from 16 to Launch Complex 19.
Love11 and Buzz Aldrin
their

final

checks.

are still
They will

when they are up in the white
All

still

counting.

going very well

for

and counting.
the mission,

All

The backup pilots,

Astornauts

in their
Astronauts

aboard the Gemini 9 spacecraft,
be ready to report
rcom in a matter

on the countdown.

still

way to Launch Complex 19.

as they travel

This is Gemini Launch Control.

END OF TAPE
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8:32 AM

transfer
Jim
making

to the two prime pilots

of minutes
T-122 minutes

from this

time.

23 seconds and

This

is

L:m~~cl-~C:,tltrcJl,

!;c:p.ilii

(f,.vlrkt.i.r~~'. (T- !2Z:tS!
FI:LVPn?w

Cerxtn,

:;pacFicrnft

arrived

11:trder" .

Their

carryin;:

twc.~ nigns frxn

WC'11 set for!.her
3 report

carried

It’f.

They are rrettit..r

t;lmc, with

The crew will

that

fTe1. a!,oard +.?E zpacocraft,

Five minutes

f',)r the Atlets
c.” ~all?;i

!I’?.

Liftclff'.

CT-11;):23)

l.zter

after

that

T millus 119 n?inutes,

This

JII this
and

nn the status
the missi?n

awa,,’ frsm the Atlas

ie c-1 l::ed at the 100 n.inute mm-k in the count,
9s planrlr~d.

!‘:i C;cne Cernan

from the pad leader

a rqort

s>me 25 minutes

what WC

infprmati?n

t i-1CJi r !3t.ckup Pil:>ts , ,Jirn Love11 alld Buzz Aldrin,

l;f, :it ttli:;

znd Gene

in the Wnite Hx)rn where the Gemini '1

Theg are n?w ::nttin::

,;,f t,c:,o min;,.it.,tl
. ..
.

1'; seconds arld

TQm Stafford

One qf them ?r1 ttle Lr:ft

~911 see frc)nl here.

::)I Trtly .

rr.i:lutes,

l&l

The Prime Pil:,t:;,

is I!)cnted.

s;:1,;,::"We i.ry

T nli:ius

ic
lift-

the hatches
if

all

time we'll

proceeds
! e aimin:

23 seconds and

is , ;emirli Launch Control .

will

‘T

, i :;

Isxr;ii.,’

i .:

c’~li!lt;

.L:L;i!i,‘I:

:J.

1.;

I’

’ ,

i”rl 1 ~1in.y ver;; well

Il.‘.

‘;

!r,i IiJS

-2+ tt,it

St nYl’.>rrl :~nil !;Jdne Cernan are abard
their

i e{rirlr!ini;

to ::et :;ettlmd

expected

c1~1sr.4 :t.tl,-,ut I’; minutes

from this

is1

uts.

CheitiCc

d! ‘W!l i*,:;elf’.
nrcc:eedin;r
? !I” r’lt I “.S.
111,
<ur .

veq

we1 ! wittl

T.MI:

tile Gemini spacecraft

and

and make i heir

tklat. the hatches

will

bc

are the 100 mark i:i the count-

3ur check?u+,s, <)ur final

Aimi ‘11: t -Iward:: $1.lif’+.._,l’f
(‘I.-ll’j

:f the Atlas

pvirlt,

C>ntr,Jl

i:: :+reer, rt:;d (;O.

~,f

ATCA 3n the

it1 H?ustDn.

in Hgust.:>n.
A, thi::

(ierIe Kr:uiz is rri:t’r:irii: a f‘in:~l stntuz

checkrxts

1 , 25 seconds and ;’ lurltirq:.

yclu tcl C;emini Missi 1:) C-jntr?l

TIii s is Gen,ir,i Missirjn
t 1 this

j rtf~d

III the meantime at Launch C-rmplex 14, we are sti 11

N. w T mirius 11’1 rnin:ites

WP switch

(T-11

Astr,.,rlaats

p,Dint.

i.t! ttle L;pacecraft

It’s

iflit

I I,, mit:ute::

Our status

time our Flight.

here up
Girect-(r,

check c)f his fl i:?ht cQntr: 1 l.ers.

8:39 A.M.

GEMINI 9A MISSION COMM!ZNTARY,
6/l/&

Atlantic

3n the first

passage we have exceptable

These prevail

ditions.

almost

3f numerous showers extending
f9r

atout

centered
couldy

about 300 miles

Pacific

is a band

frTm Florida

gut into

the Atlantic

n:>rtheast

about 700 miles

intermittent

20 kn3tt.s

to six feet.

partly

z3ne abclut 300 miles
c2uldy

'primary

skies,

landing

here.

Our Flih:ht

trollers

is partly
to fivk

Director

Gemini Control

in HQustTn.

In the Western
south,

southwest

In the Eastern

ynd seas four

cloudy

feet.

be 15to
Atlantic

feet.

The

about 800 miles
skies with

winds of

We have a green condition

has cbmpleted

a green and GO indication

and we are standing

we have partly

winds will

zone in the Western Atlantic,

and seas four

He has received

rain,

zone whichis

west >f the Cape Verde Islands

winds 15 kn3tt.s

east ?f Miami :)ur weather

18 knotts

2f Honolulu

area centered

gf Tokyo rr!ostly cDuldy,

landing

landilig

seas six feet.

and seas four

con-

1ut there

winds 20 knotts,

landing

landing

everywhere

In the Mid-Pacific

500 miles.

skies,
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by here fnr

his final
from all
the launch.

status

check.

flight

cgn-

This is

CXMINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66
This is Gemini Launch Control,

T-110 minutes

Gemini 9A simultaneous

T-15 minutes

ATDA, the first
All

still

count.

of two launchings

proceeding

approach

the final

very well

with

have asked for
as go.

their

Meanwhile

status

A final
will

of all

Helium on the Atlas
vehicle

A little

turn

from ember to green,

Range Safety
others.

-

and 40 seconds.

conductor

--

will

&

L

his

The surgeon in the
readings.

&

is reported
highlights

the hatches

telemetry

will
to launch.
and 30 seconds,
This

and 10 seconds.

stage and we have our full
the vehicle

in the Atlas.

that

is the batteries

later

console

up to flight

We pressurize

come at two minute

in the count,
to see a series

of Range Operations

-

The astronauts

and the status

mark.

with
The comple$

of the vehicle
the launch
of ready

to Launch Director

be checks of the autopiloter

L

and Gene

vehicle
lights

that he has an okay to launch from

signifying

to supervisor

There will

-

be watching

Tom Stafford

vehicle

bring

tanks

power,

as we

At Launch

come at T-2 minutes

We will

own internal

test

the Atlas.

morning.

time,

30 second mark prior

first

This will

this

pads at this

at two minutes

vehicle.

is on its

at one minute

minute

on the Atlas

the Atlas

are as follows:

Atlas

oxygen venting

in the propellant

for

at the 100 mark in the count of

systems will

oxygen aboard.

in the overall

Some of the final

liftoff

is concerned.

is when the vent closes
of liquid

launch

be closed

power at the three

secure the liquid

pressurization

the Atlas

will

as the Atlas

verification

supply

of blood pressure

at pad 14 we are proceeding.

on the Gemini spacecraft

go on internal

checks.

on the Atlas

of the count as we approach

T-5 as far

for

Astronauts

preliminary

has taken a couple

and counting

both launch

Complex 19, in the Gemini spacecraft,

blockhouse

and counting

in the Gemini 9A mission

phases of the countdown

Cernan making some of their
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8:45 am

:,

t

A.

in the late

A

e

among

phases and then

._

GEMINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,
the automatic
The Atlas

sequencer

ignition

get ignition

and finally
before

liftoff.

start
ignite

at four
first

of the twin boosters

the sustainer

engine.

Now 107 minutes

Gemini Launch Control.
END OF TAPE

will

mm23

PAGES

come in at the T-18 second mark of the count.

system will

The two small vernier's
will

will

8:45 AM

All

seconds with

when they build

liftoff

at zero.

up pressure.

They

in tandem at the base of the Atlas
three

engines

ignite

and 35 seconds and counting.

on the ground
This is

-

___---L--..!.

GEMINI 9 A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,

This

Launch Complex 14.
About three

time.

away from the planned
All

systems still

Pad 14 we are proceeding
status

checks of all

report
minutes

go at this

well.

We just

major aspects
time.

This

the Atlas.

spacecraft

The location
spacecraft

will

on the

had one of the final

of the Atlas

launch

and all
T-101

is Gemini Launch Control.

As a matter

in relation
is as.follows:

END OF TAPE

We have a location
time of

at 10:00 A. M. EST the
from the Earth,

per hour,

Now T-100 minutes,

This is Gemini Launch Control.

of interest,

to the liftoff

be 195,000 miles

at a speed of 2,430 miles

the moon of 46,250 miles.
counting.

at this

In the meantime at

Launch is also doing very well.

the Surveyor

veling

were closed

at

and 24 seconds and counting,

the Surveyor

Surveyor

and count-

ATDA launch

going very well

This is Gemini Launch Control.

for

Atlas

minutes ago the hatches
.
at Launch Complex 19.

Gemini 9 spacecraft

Tape 24, Page 1

At T-102 minutes

is Gemini Launch Control.

Seven minutes

ing.

a:53 A. 1.4.

at a distance

trafrom

47 seconds and

MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,
8:56 a.m.
This is Gemini Launch Control.
T-4 minutes
and counting
the final

on the Atlas

ATDIE launch.

All

Tape 25, Page 1
and counting.

is proceeding

phases of the count at Launch Complex 14.

Control.

END OF TAPE

This

T-4 minutes

very well

during

is Gemini Launch

GEMINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY\6/l/66,
This is Gemini Launch Control,
All

launch.

still

aboard the Atlas

checkouts

its

readiness

as we come down in the count.

they w-ill
during

be able to open their

these

final

systems,

liftoff.

we are still

intervals

at this

We just

here from the blockhouse

point

final

the launch
out a T-l

all

still

everything

final

going well

is now on internal

we have assurance
is on.

stiill

pro-

the final
power.

in the blockhouse

check of all

has been secured,

that

The reports

are coming in at various

time covering

the major events

at flight

pressurization

all

liftoff.

That water

on, 30,000 gallons

the powered portion
liftoff.

brief

oxygen and RPl propellant.

well.

still

per minute
going well

will

in the count.

One minute,

that

the auto-pilot

T-40 seconds and counting.

During

T-60,

pressurizes

T-50 seconds and counting.
that

now coming

be ready for use if

of the flight.

The helium

T-90

at the base of

T-60 seconds and counting,
phase.

that

and 23 seconds

on liquid

System now has been armed, it

during

all

be in

and 10 seconds and counting.

the lox tanking

18 seconds and counting,

seconds away from the Atlas

will

has been purged

Now 2 minutes

T-2 minutes

proceeding

complex has been turned
minute

ready light

that

a made another

at this

1

as the crew in the blockhouse

1 minute and 40 seconds away from the Atlas

has to be used during

vehicle

phases.

the spacecraft

We have the vehicle

moments.

The Cormnand Destruct

still

The telemetry

to insure

after

time.

55 seconds and counting.

these

final

Now 97:38 and counting,

we are at 0 fuel

seconds and counting,

it

visors

had word from the blockhouse

T-l minute

T-3 on the Atlas

at Launch Complex 19 have been advised

go at this

vent has been closed,

during

consoles

and counting.

power,

moments of the countdown.

away from the Atlas

We just

on their

The astronauts

very well.

these

is now on internal

continues

ceeding

,

T-3 minutes

going very we$l during
vehicle

Tape 26, hge

8:57 a.m.

also

5
all

the

T-45 seconds,
is go, the

the final

phase that
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8~57 a.m.

sequencer

it will

be all

automatic

T-25.

T-20.

We have the sequencer

will

T-30 seconds and counting.

ignition.
in,

come in at 18 seconds,

there

was a brief

6, 5, 4, 3, holding

hold at 18, now its
momentarily

(Houston Mission
like

it

15 minutes...

reports

all

Control)
looked

systems are go.

at 2 seconds after

4 seconds after

The Range Safety

the hour,

good.

trajectory

lcoks very good to him.

still

is now approxinrately

Flight

good.

Dynamics says the tra*jectory

we are following
tical

The Atlas

miles

jectory

shut down.

good.

almost

perfectly.

Flight

miles

at altitude

looks

good.

40 nautical

Dynamics says the trajectory

T+3 minutes,

20 seconds,

is now 100 nautical

miles

miles

downrange,

in altitude

in altitude.

to our plotboards

is now about 25 nauin altitude.

the booster

everything

25 seconds,

According

engines

Trahave

T+2 minutes,

The vehicle

miles

Flight

miles

looks,good.

from the ATDA is good.

and about 90 nautical

good.

T+l minute,

The Atlas

Dynamics

confirmed,

looks

good.

looked

green conditions

20 nautical

We have had RECO confirmed,

the telemetry

vehicle

looks real

downrange and is approaching

looks

seconds,

our overlay

reports

still

it

Flight

The liftoff

Dynamics says the trajectory
looks

The liftoff,

Officer

looks

the hour,

10, 9, 8, 7,

T-15 and counting.

And we have a liftoff.

like

down to

We have ignition.

~38 seconds, trajectory

at the Cape.
occurred

at 4.

Tape 26, Page 2

44

is now 80 nautical
The trajectory

looks very good here.
and 125 miles

downrange.

still
Our

T+3

minutes, 50 seconds, Our vehicle is now about 120 nautical miles in altitude
and 175 miles
is very
miles

good.

downrange.

It

T+4 minutes,

looks

20 seconds,

downrange at approximately

o what we are looking

real

for.

good here.

The telemetry

and our vehicle

140 nautical

We are right

miles

from the A'IY'DA

is now 225 nautical

in altitude

which is close

on the money here.

END OF TAPE
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. ..T plus

well

We are

5 minutes.

from a tra.jectory

155 nautical
miles

miles

control

center

- tra:ect,oryldok2ng.

ing for
real

the guidance

this

good from 3u.r

NTW 400 nautical

miles

The shroud should

assume that

real

in altitude

Separation

separate

at VEX0 plus

engine

has been confirmed.

.jettison

30 seconds into

the flight.

We have a nominal

ATDA, ever/thing

lo?ked

The tra.jectory

money throughout

the liftoff

ing by expecting
attain.

This is Gemini Control,

161 nautical

these values

statixs

will

and throughout

occurred

in orbit

values

Our preliminary

159.

estimate

miles

liftoff

of the
on the

the powered portion

alJ’.~gee,

We are now stand-

perigee

now on the orbital

apogee lly 159 nautical

be refined

seven minutes

was right

as programmed..
the

of the

miles

that

we did

values
perigee

161 by
and

as we c3me over s3me Df 3ur tracking

dDwnrange. This is Gemini CgntrDl, eight minutes

56 seconds into
this

events

have to

The ATDA has separated

vehicle.

All

The shroud

we had a good cutoff

from the launch

of flight.

cutoff,

We will

10 seconds.

1oDks

And we still

momentarily.

Lfooks like

good.

It

SEC0 has occurred.
be the vernier

has transpired.

down

but we are look-

is GO. The Cape has confirmed

and everything

miles

We have had BECO confirmed.

have separated

shroud.

looks

mile orbit.

engines.

look good.

\

315 nautical

The next event will

good.

should

and approximately

here in Houston.

a 161 nautical

very

is now about

The trajectory

range and about 160 nautical

very,

The vehicle

standpoint.

in altitude

down range.

TAPE 27
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9:05 a.m.

period

the flight.

of launch.

In the mission

we do not have an indication

-

We have gne discrepancy

that

control

center

throughout
at Houston

the shroud has separated.

_. .

...-_.. -_” _ ___.

..-. -.-.--..- .
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However, the Cape did confirm
at that

time.

END OF TAPE.

():Oy a.m.

shroud sep and we did call

TAPE 27
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it

gut

.
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9:ll

This is Gemini Launch Control.
We have an orbit

with

the ATDA.

Gene Cernan have been informed
Test Conductor,

you stuck

there

are still

proceeding

The prime pilots
list

the switches

with

will

now with

This

END OF TAPE

answer was "good

then replied,

up shortly

"We knew if

for

launch.

on their
This

the spacecraft.

cockpits

and the Pilot,

to insure
All

that

is now still

~-83 minutes,

is Gemini Launch Control.

and

by the

They

the Gemini Launch Vehicle

be picking

the Gemini countdown.

counting.

Tom Stafford
He was told

of this.

the Command Pilot

in their

position

and counting.

long enough, we'd get you a good one."

checks within

the prime pilots,

proper

Astronauts

And the Test Conductor

show,b Len."

switch

T-84 minutes

Stafford's

Len Schull.

Tape 28, Page 1

A. M.

count.

final

is where both
check all

they are in the
proceeding

12 seconds and

well

GEMINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,
This is Gemini Control
Atlas

boosted

the ATDA target

162 nautical

miles

were looking

for,

all

occurred

on and at this
separation
Control.
being
updated

off,

but it

Our new orbit

miles.

Very

END OF TAPE

looked

did not remain off,

it

All

during

events

blinked,
whether
adapter.

the mission.

and

throughout

however,

station

figures
what we

a light

the docking

tracking

refined

the

to exactly

perfect

to determine

43 seconds into

by the Canary Island

data very shortly.

orbit.

at shroud separation,

of the shroud which covers

tracked

mile

close

We had an indication,

time we are attempting

We are 17 minutes

and 41 seconds since

orbit.

The trajectory

on time.

should have blinked

have remained

16 minutes

which was 161 nautical

were nominal.

when it

into

by 161 nautical

the launch
events

in Houston,

TAPE29 PAGE 1

9:16 AM

which blinked,
this

light

went off,

should
came back

we have had a
This is Gemini
Cur target

and we should

is now

get some

.

r
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This is Gemini Launch Control
counting

at T-74 minutes

and we are proceeding

manner at this
preparing

time.

to evacuate

and we will

be aiming

a good orbit

within

the Gemini countdown

the White Room.

The crew is just

for lowering

erector

the

T-74 and
in a fine

time.

This is Gemini Launch Control.

to check on the status

have been advised

of 159 by 161 nautical
T-73 minutes

about departed

at Complex 19 at about

As we continue

the Astronauts

going good at 19 at this

END OF 'JW'E

and counting.

In the White Room, at Launch Complex 19, we are

the 55 minute mark in the count.
of the ATDA in orbit,

with

TAPE 30 PAGE 1

9:20 AM

miles.

All

that

they do have

systems still

and 22 seconds and counting.

.

r

t

M;SSTON COMYIENTARY,6/l/66,
This

is Gemini Control
The target

mission.

in Houston at 23 minutes

is now passing

the west coast and we expect
Station
launch

as it

activity

into

of the vehicle.
what down.
to confirm
did blink

At this

it was noticed

the Ring B thrusters

time,

of Africa

that

Meanwhile,
there

at that

the source pressure

shroud separation.
off

as it

confirmation

should have.

of shroud separation

and we can complete
of whether

at 24 minutes,

ENB OF TAPE

The light

this

mission

It

that

should

of a wire
at this

was a lot
time for

36 seconds into

of thruster

stabilization
to be some-

of the shroud

off but did come back on.

may be grounded but we do not have
Ring A has good source

time.

-- the rendezvous

the flight

the

we have not yet been able
separation

have stayed

the shroud did separate.

approaches

during

in Ring B appears

indicates

that

as it

the

data from the Tananarieve

Ring A -- we do have good source pressure,,and

This could be caused by a short

regardless

over the continent

area in a few minutes.

orbit

and we were using

and six seconds into

to get some good tracking

passes over that

of the target

Tape 31, Page 1

9:23 a.m.

portion

This

of this

mission

is Gemini Control.

of our target

vehicle.

pressure
-We are
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T-64 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.
going well
a minute

this

is a status

our preparations

surpress

any possible

system.

Command Pilot,

pre-valves

oscillations

lowering

We will

the erector

The purpose

of opening

about eight

to Mission

This is Mission
refined

Control

160.3 by 162.1.

in the propellant

he could

that

that

we will

from this

tracking

time.

We will

station.
orbital

values

values

refined

problem

to find

with

of the mission.
vehcle

not be able to dock should

._ ._.

our
are

and refined

We still

be able to work out this
on or is not on.

for

And those new values

has separated.

portion

toward

going very

and 10 seconds.

vehicle

Gene Cernan can maneuver their
they will

All

the shroud on the target

dock the Gemini 9 vehicle

the rendezvous

the movement
aiming

We now have a new set.of

These are the latest

the shroud is still
cannot

feel

our preparations

from low speed data and they should be very accurate.
confirm

and when the

Houston.

Houston.

at the Antigua

minutes

down and

of this

At ~-63 minutes

time.

Control

with

further

occur

that

lowering.
pre-

was notified

he reported

the erector

of

of the so-called

to flow
might

be continuing

on the count at this

now switch

that

Tom Stafford,

did open as planned

in the vehicle.

orbit

the oxidizer

~-64 all

Just a matter

for

check and the opening

is to permit

PAGE 1

and counting.

in the second stage of the Gemini vehicle.

these pre-valves

well

TAPE 32

the countdown at Launch Complex 1s).

or so ago, we started

Preceding
valves

with

9:31 AM

cannot
And we expect

out exactly

whether

If the shroud has not separated,
the target

adapter.

That means that
to the proximity
the shroud be still

. -

- .*.-

^.

we

But we can do
Tom Stafford

and

of the target

but

there,

still

be

~*._.__-.-.._-_____““.

_,”..._-......._._,__I...

.
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in place.

However,

the probability
an indication,

that

director,

that

tracking

END OF TAPE

tip

of Africa
station.

Schneider,
is high.

tells

Our target

and shortly
This is

Gemini

will

us that

Because we did have

comes on at shroud separation

This is Gemini Control.

over the southern

Bill

the shroud has separated

the light

momentarily.

Tananarive

our mission

TAPE 32 PAGE 2

9:31 AM

did come on

vehicle

is now passing

be within

range of the

Control.
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Coming up on T-54 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.
and counting.

As we await

Augmented Target
ceeding

very well

Complex 19.

on all

Just a matter

in orbit,

of two minutes

some checkouts

as the erector

END OF TAPE

This

is proat Launch

exposed.

once he

He took time from

concerned

with

time.

T-53 minutes,

is Gemini Launch Control.

be-

Tom

the computer

"Nice view of the Cape from up here",

Gene Cernan at this

and counting.

of the

ago, the erector

a good sight,"

came back.

in the spacecraft

to make his remarks.

our count

the launch vehicle

comment was, llBoy, that's

saw daylight

reports

word on the status

phases of the Gemini Mission

gan to come down leaving
Stafford's

further

Docking Adapter

Tape 33, Page 1

3:41 A. M.

20 seconds
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This is Gemini Launch Control

going very well
have a slight
anticipate

at this
buildup

that

morning's

system,

have any effect

TARS package that

Astronauts

checking

Tom Stafford

with

the launch

and Stoney,the

spacecraft

Bill

Aldrin.

mental

whatsoever

system,

the propulsion

- with

helps

wide

and Gene Cernan are
the spacecraft

communicator

fuel

outs going weL1 at this

cells,

time.

We now switch

axis reference

the vehicle

test

in

tJusy

conductor

in the blockhouse,Actronaut

reaction

on the environ-

control

system of the Gemini spacecraft.

and counting.

on this

three

They are going over some readouts

control

us we

of us but he does nut

checks on the Launch vehicles

so called

f'li:<ht- ,

man tells

still

In ttle meantime at Launch Complex 17 we've

mission.

.just completed

north

of clouds

and

phase :~f' the countdown

The weather

time.

it will

a.m.

d?minrl: up on T-44 minutes

T minus 44 ani<)ur final

counting.

1, 9:c,l

system and

All

T minus 43 minutes

these

eight

you to Gemini Mission

check-

sec:>nds

Control

at

Houston,
This is Gemini Control
coming up within
Australia.

in Houston.

range of the Carnarvon

We have confirmation

have examined the telemetry
the ATDA target.
dition.

The L-Band antenna

is on qr off.,

length

vehicle

tracking

carefully

that

extends

and weighs about 300 p'?unds.

in

telemetry.

We

is coming back from
is in good working

[*eyond the shroud.

on the condition

The shroud itself

is now

statior

- we are getting

The L-Band transponder

do not have confirmation
it

Our target

We still

c-)f the shroud,

is approximately

con-

whether

90 inches

We have no way that

in

we can

_.

GEMINI 9A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/6'),

ct)nfirm

whether

it

is <-jff.

the Gemil1-i 9 spacecraft
~~str:lnnuts will
It

- that

is used

used durily:
spacecraft
from it, .
tefxe

Of' ccjurse,

during

as they get within

be able tir tell

the condition

to bounce radar

liftclff

END OF TAPE.

Df the Gemini vehicle.

~>t'

range the

of' that

shroud.

, the antenna
signals

back tc) the crew and they get their
This is Gemini Contrcll.

the launch

Dptical

is the L-I!2nd transponder

the rendezvous

TAPE 34
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9:51 a.m.

is

frQ,m the

tracking

We are n3w 41 minutes

data
38 sec,:hnds

GEMINI 3A MISSION COMMENTARY,6/l/66,

This

Our countdown

very smoothly

at this

metry checks with
The pilots,

also

down, we will

little

more than three

utes

and three

will

advise

minutes

Test Conductor

built-in

The Flight

all

proceeds

switch

as well

as it

to the Mission

This is Gemini Control

us a go for

the Gemini Launch.

are in go condition
cannot

confirm

with

whether

feet

per second,

was 25,368.3

All

have a defi-

time.

Our target

feet

if

We will

now

vehicle

Carnarvon

is

gave

systems aboard the target
of course,

Insertion

and the planned
per second.

velocity
feet

that

we

Carnarvon

the shroud has separated.

25,368.6

Director

at Houston.

the exception,

they had a good track.

min-

mark in the count,

of Australia.

reported

insertion

minute

We will

in Houston.

over the continent

a

come back about ten minutes

Center

now passing

last

The Launch Vehicle

is going at this

Control

hold at

mark in the count the

he wants us to launch.

hold at the three

As

It may be between three

and announce the exact hold time.

nite

of ultra

This hold will

and 30 seconds.

for Gemini will

a series

in

in the blockhouse.

the Cape at the 18 minute

exact time that

later

minutes.

and spacecraft.

have a built-in

minute mark in the count.

of tele-

are participating

,just completed

checks with Buzz Aldrin

going

are a series

and Gene Cernan,

our countdown proceeds
the three

In process

both the Gemini Launch Vehicle

They've

frequency

at Launch Complex 19 still

point.

Tom Stafford

these tests.
high

Coming up on T-34 minutes

is Gemini Launch Control.

and counting.

Tape 35, Page 1
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was

per second at

So, it was almost
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right

Only three

on the money.

Now, we would like

to discuss

blem we have indicated
We did report

that

ring

have a low reading
target
that

separated
there

with

was a lot

just

a little

is reading

During

Now, should

would not attempt
the crew will

activity.

very well

low and we do

it was noticed

Ring B thrusters
as it

separated
It

This

seconds.

END OF TAPE

the shroud still

is read-

portion

be in place,
the target,

visually

whether

they get in the proximity

is Gemini Control.

from

and we have plenty

the rendezvous

to dock Gemini 9 with

after

the pro-

the launch phase when the

the target

be able to determine

in place

in speed.

bit,

Launch Vehicle,

of thruster

Ring A is reading

the mission.

vehicle.

of a second off

the RCS system aboard the target.

aboard in Ring A to complete

is still

Tape 35, Page 2

A.M.

And, so, we did use some of the fuel.

the Atlas.

fuel

again

from the Atlas

were being used to stabilize

ing low.

tenths

B pressure

on that.

lo:01

of
of
we

however,
that

shroud

of the target

We are T-30 minutes

and 46

t
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This is Gemini Launch Control
T-24.

Our checkouts

are still

Cernan are making their
propulsion

which stands
of several

for

minutes

pound thrusters

that

of course,

The astronauts
blockhouse

that

are checking

is awaiting

minutes
close

minute mark.

We will

time the astronauts
sending

the propulsion
in the cockpit,
that

We will

Gemini Launch Control.
END OF TAPE

and Gene

OA!B system
In a matter

will

out a jet

fire

the 25

from the thruster

prepared

for

launch

by the

all

and

order.

now making preparations.

time.

flight

hold at the
director

It will

continues

The

Now T-23 minutes

have a plannedbuilt'in

if

of the

system.

they are ready.

be advised

past the hour,

in the

system is in working

from the time of the exact launch
to 38 minutes

point

for the upcoming test

and maneuvering

the fact

and counting.

Tom Stafford

the system is properly

10 seconds and counting.
three

at this

This is the so-called

attitude

from this

well
Pilots

preparations

in the spacecraft

package to insure
to insure

generally

system.

orbit

AM TAPE 36 PAGE 1

coming up on T-24 minutes

In the Gemini spacecraft,

countdown.

spacecraft

1O:ll

about five

be somewhere

to go well.

This is
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This

is Gemini Corltrol

t'irst

revolution

Our t!%rir,et vehicle
station

trackinr':

out for you :or attempti!le

we will

note liftoff,

call

events

program,

to place

the iaunch

azimuth

and trajectory.

will

program,

and its

spacecraft

call

and launch

vehicle

hour and have attained

- will

We will.
that

to put the spacecraft
be approximately

these are designed
on the proper

separate

At that

onboard thruster

from the booster.

IVAR if

insert

cutoff.

it

We will

the insertion
- the flight

velxity

The GO is given

WI? are now 1’7 minutes
we return

speed.

of the velocity

We will

needed
time will

per second t3
we have

ad,justment

by the flight

and two secorlds i)efore

you now to the Launch Cmtrol

thrust

dynamics officer.

crew to correct

At

note SEC0 or

also note that

velocity

per

and point. eight.

system at two feet

by the astronauts
errors.

supersonic

time the crew will

is passed on b'y the flight

means that

and we

time our

and the speed at that

per second.

to

We will

At this

cutof'f

ei,o;ht)ipercent
orbit

The

be moving at 740 miles

en,:ine

21,500 feet

secclnd stage engine
their

into

Of course

out cabin pressure

have attained

note FECO or booster

time we have achieved

using

will

be

clock.

on the clock,

the pitch

We will

3f

our ground clocks

note the 50 second mark in the flight.

spacecraft

for

with

take place

vehicle

the lift,ofi'
we will

--If the spacecraft

is synchronized
that

on t.Lle

t-1 Cal.1 out for you.

the start

in the cabin that

out the roll

in the Pacific

here are some of the things

calling

prot-ram various

is now passi nfr

As we approach

around the earth.

our Ge:nini spacecraft

clock

TAPE 37
PAGE 1

a.m.

We are T minus 18 mirlutes

in H ust(>rl.

and 5i-, seconds and courlting.
over the Canton Island

lo:16

routine

any inplane

a GC
This
used
and

dynamics officer.
Gemini liftoff

at the Cape.

and

TAfF 37
FAGE 2

i;emini

Launch Control

are makinr I; their

The astronauts
propulsion

test

understand

from listening:

further
t,ui.ldirlb;

We will

preparations

in a short
fire

breifly

to insure

confirmaticln

that

up north

morning.

f'inal

while

that

thos? clouds

still

that

might

not distrub

We should be in a GO csndition

to launch.

zero at 38 minutes

a T-

This

preparing

tct be k:oing well.

is when ttle engines
for

the thruster
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test

on ttle
We have

have been
us this
We have

c)nce again but we're
and 20 seconds after

would ignite.
at this

We're

time but all

C(:ming up :rri T minus 16 minutes,

G??mini Launch Control.

preparntic-,ns

ready.

of the Cape area will

towards

the hour.

ago their

we are flight

this

as we can

the 25 pound thrusters

a launch time now which may ?,e refined
' aiming

for

As far

of the Gemini spacecraft.

were ~:~~irl~well.
,spacecraft

53 seconds and cc-runting.

at 16 minutes

this

appears
is
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This is Gemini Launch Control.

T-14.

That propulsion

on at the present

test

time.

with

It

Test Conductor,

the spacecraft

again.

minutes,

itself.

pitch

maneuvers that
propulsion

however,

They test

these thrusters

system.

All

still
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satisfactorily.
to go around

in the following

them yaw left,
In other

appears

is going

at the adapter

can perform

20 seconds and counting.

and counting.

has started

the thrusters

They test

up and yaw left.
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the Gemini spacecraft

These are the 25 pound thrusters

of the spacecraft
yaw right,

T-14 minutes

appears to be going

The spacecraft

manner.

A. M.

words,

pitch

down,

the various

in the spacecraft

to be going well.

This

section

T-13

is Gemini Launch Control.
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This
T-9.

Flight

Director,

Cape we want a liftoff
10 seconds after
reported

that

launch.
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and counting.

in Houston has informed

time of the Gemini at 38 minutes
Martin

the hold time will

in the countdown.

in good shape.

Gene Kranz,

the hour.

onds when we declare

a go for

T-9 minutes

is Gemini Launch Control.
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T-8 minutes

Frank Carey,
and 16 sec-

hold at the three

minute mark

three

man has reaffirmed

We've completed

and

minutes

last

the built-in
The weather

Test Conductor,

the

our propulsion

that
check.

and 30 seconds and counting.

we have
They're
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We are coming up on three

This is Gemini Launch Control.
Mark three
planned

minutes

built

of the augmented target

The length

of the hold,

will

three

.

just

prior

a go pusition.

for

countdown.

to coming into

We will

a T-O or ignition

vehicle

have another

computer.

It will

of 97.7 degrees
during

guidance

and the various

of the hold,

Launtih Control.
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three
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that

parameters
Now three

major

the
happen
to the

in spacecraft

that
minutes

and 16 seconds.

will

parameters

- correction

a

they are in

to resuming

thing

feed the flight

othermll

the powered phase of the flight.

The length

the first

azimuth

we will

All

report

check prior

system and the backup guidance

feed in the launch

time.

We have gone through

and the spacecraft.

status

be coming

Thereafter

the hold and they all

When we do resume the count,

vehicle

the orbit

time of the Gemini launch

the hour.

is the Mark Three Guidance System will
launch

with

from this

and 16 seconds.

minutes

check of the Gemini launch

aspects

our launch

to six minutes

38 minutes and 20 seconds after

vehicle

We are in the

Agena which is now coming - will

of some three

resume the countdown aiming

status

help us coincide

docking

over the Cape in a matter

minutes.

T-3 minutes and holding.

and holding.

in hold that
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flight

azimuth

are required
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This is Gemini Launch Control.
count

We'll

shortly.

Conductor

has advised

We've made another
at the present

The launch will
actually,

will

trail
time.

final

check with

spacecraft.
looking

We will

the orbit

time.

is
a

All

of the ATDA,

at the start,

and

if we launch

reach T-O in the countdown
the hour.

looks
T-2.

point

vehicle

make their

given a wea-

has

and counting.

at

Now T-2

off.

as the Astronauts

Tom Stafford

At this

'The launch

and lift

He says the weather

T-2 minutes

good at this

It

the hour.

orbit

seconds to ignite

the Pad.

himself.

time of

the ATDA by sane 650 miles

and 10 seconds and counting

report

launch

the Space-

phases of the count.

with

an elliptical

and 23 seconds after

take some four

minutes

ther

into

will

with

some

Aiming toward

the final

be made to coincide

at the prescribed

38 minutes

frequency,

23 seconds after

here during

launching

the spacecraft

high

shortly.

is running

52 seconds and counting.

systems going well

but the Test

We have resumed the countdown.

time of 38 minutes,

liftoff

Tom Stafford

ultra

up the

in a go condition

We now have an adjusted

the hour.

now T-2 minutes,

at T-3 minutes

We're still

check.

checks,

be picking

to resume the count

Astronaut

Communicator.

38:23 after

we expect

time.

We will

holding

status

more communications
craft

still
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good from the

All

systems still

in the count we have

received a clearance to launch from the supervisor of Range
Operations

of the Air Force Eastern

ute and 40 seconds.

40 seconds.

Test Range.

We are now holding

We are going to recycle

at T-l

Now T-l minminute

and

the countdown to T-3
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We have
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lo:35

received

not

T-3 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.

a late

guidance

checks that

on the guidance

system itself,

at this
and holding.
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was supposed to occur

a computer update

moment in the countdown,
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We are now at T-3 minutes

time on the difficulty.

One of the final
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in

or an update
As a result,

was not received.

the countdown was stopped.
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to the three
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at T-3 minutes.

This

min-

is Gemini

Launch Control.

T-3 minutes

This is Gemini Launch Control.
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after

the one minute

we resumed the count,

we stopped

the count at

and 40 second mark.

The reason,

the Mark 3

Guidance System that
computer,

was to update

did not ,give the proper

in and resume the countdown

and 50 seconds and counting.

last

announcement,

another

and spacecraft.

the launch
update.

Now T-2 minutes,

This is the launch

report
i

A

-

and 25 seconds.

T-3 minutes

to you on the difficulty
-

*

L

-

35 sec-

information

fed

We are now holding
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We have once again recycled

and holding.

azimuth

vehicle

Guidance System and the space-

craft computer which acts as a backup.

minutes

We have now fed it

update was sent to the launch

to both the Gemini Launch Vehicle

25 seconds.

and the

While we were making that

It was acceptable.

onds and counting.

vehicle

We're now at T-2 min-

once again.

utes

at two minutes
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at two minutes

the countdown
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again

We will

and

to three
get a

as soon as we can check it.
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L
L.
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*
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This is Gemini Launch Control.
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vehicle

is still

with

System and the spacecraft
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in the Control

rejected.

being

over to secondary

fed,for

We once again have a switch

count
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Mark 3 - update.
system feeding

vehicle

guidance
This

to T-3.
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start
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The launch
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the update

the spacecraft

is being

53 seconds and counting.

the

It's

information.

- feeding

update

vehicle

the Mark 3 - the so-called

This is the command - radio

guidance

words,

We have resumed

over on the update.

are not accepting

- a ground computer

guidance

and 40 seconds and once again recycling
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and the spacecraft

another,

or

update.

and recycle

the Guidance

In other

has occurred.
one reason

the launch

It has been rejected

a switch

We're at T-2 minutes,

the count again

to update

twice.

We have now sent another

the countdown.

for

computer

Center when this

the information
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the Guidance update

We have attempted

and spacecraft.

twice.

T-3 minutes

command - guidance
actually

information

system which is primary

a computer

to the launch

guidance

system and

computer which acts as a backup to the primary

system during

Still

flight.

holding

at T-3 minutes.

is Gemini Launch Control.

This is Gemini Launch Control
We're discussing
various

mission

our problem
directors

at T-3 minutes

in the blockhouse

at this

time.

and holding.
and with

the

We have no further
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information
spacecraft

other

than the fact

are not receiving

in the proper

manner.

that
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the launch

the guidance

T-3 minutes

update
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and
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This is Gemini

Launch Control.

This is Gemini Control
our Launch Window on this
our Mission

Director,

this

for two days.

launch

and attempt

initial

orbit

Schneider,
We will

of our target
has called

recycle

to launch Gemini 9 in pursuit

two days from now.
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Because we have missed

at Houston.

This is Gemini Control.

vehicle,

a recycle

of

two days from now
of the target

vehicle
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This Gemini Launch Control.
days.

Here in the control
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with
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of two

attempting

to
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determine
spacecraft

what that

problem/and

computer as it

information

as it

will

is available

be learned

we will

is seved.attempts

The information

craft

computer and not the launch

For one reason or another
Either

rejected.

it

Of interest

vehicle

to clarify

this

aspect

time.

believe

"I just

can't

double

earlier.

believe

this

time.

pass it

it."

This

informa-

it was
As soon

on to you.

we have at this
check this.

time

to the space-

,.we were busy trying

The one quote I believe

that

to the space-

as reporter

at this

it

As soDn

did get through

we will

reaction

just
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guidance

or when it

to Gene Cernan, but we will

Control.

is expected

the computer was not able to accept

would be the astronauts

it."

It

is.

is supposed to go directly

attributed
can't

update

the cause of the difficulty

the count at the time.

time whether

What is known at this

to you.

did not get through

We are trying

as we determine

it

were made to provide

computer.

tion.

the problem

in a comparatively

relay

craft

did not get to the

We do not know at this

should.

or what exactly

is a ground problem
this

why the information

to monitor
time is

The quote is "I
is Gemini hunch
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receive
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for launch,
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that
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rejection

after
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launch
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windows that
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on the launch

The first

launch window

be available

begin at 8:30 Eastern

approximately

lo:15

for Friday

as this

the next two days.
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Friday.
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seven minutes.

35 minutes.

Time and will

last

The second window will

a.m, and will

have a duration

These are the windows we will
flight
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